For a completely regular Hausdorff space X, vX denotes the Hewitt realcompactification of X. Given a topological property 9 of spaces, our interest is in characterizing the class SIC?) of all spaces X such that v(X X Y) = vX X vY holds for each 9 -space Y. In the present paper, we obtain such characterizations in the case that 9 is locally compact and in the case that 9 is metrizable.
Introduction. All spaces considered in this paper are assumed to be completely regular Hausdorff and all maps are continuous. The Hewitt realcompactification vX of a space X is the unique realcompactification of X to which each real-valued continuous function on X admits a continuous extension. For details of Hewitt realcompactifications, the reader is referred to [8] . An important problem in the theory concerns when the relation v(X X Y) = vX X vY is valid. Following [23] , [30] , we denote by 91 (resp. 91 (91)) the class of all spaces X such that v(X X Y) = vX X vY holds for each space Y (resp. each 9'-space Y), where 'S5 is a given property of spaces. It is known that: (Comfort [4] , [5] ) a locally compact, realcompact space of nonmeasurable cardinal belongs to 91; (Husek [12] , [14] and McArthur [23] ) every member of 91 is realcompact; (Husek [13] , [14] ) every member of 91 is of nonmeasurable cardinal; [28] every member of 91 is locally compact. These facts characterize 91 as precisely the class of locally compact, realcompact spaces of nonmeasurable cardinals. Further, in [30] , the author has tried to characterize 91(9') for various properties 91 of spaces, and has proved that 91 = 9l(metacompact) = 9l(subparacompact).
It is the purpose of this paper to continue our study along this line, in particular, the following results are established:
(A) Both 91 (locally compact) and 91 (Moore) coincide with the class of all spaces of nonmeasurable cardinals whose Hewitt realcompactifications are locally compact.
(B) The class 91 (metrizable) consists precisely of all weak cb*-spaces, in the sense of Isiwata [20] , of nonmeasurable cardinals.
In § 1, we present a technical theorem which is useful in finding a pair X, Y of spaces for which v(X X Y) = vX X vY fails. Our result (A) is then proved. We also give a positive answer to the following question of Husek [13, p. 326] : Do there exist minimal cardinals m, n for which \X\ = m, | Y\ = n and v(X X Y) ¥= vX X vY. In §2, we prove the analogue for vX of the corollary to Glicksberg's theorem [9, Theorem 1]: For onto maps/: X¿ -+ Y¡ (i = 1, 2), ß(Yx X YJ = ßYx X ßY2 holds whenever ß(Xx X A2) = /JA1, X ßX2, where /JA" is the Stone-Cech compactification of X. It is shown that some additional conditions must be imposed in order that the analogous "t/" theorem holds. In §3, we apply our theory to prove (B), and also show that 91 (locally compact, metrizable) is precisely the class of all spaces of nonmeasurable cardinals. When studying the relation v(X X T) = vX X vT with a metrizable factor T, the central issue is the weak cb* property in another factor X. It is proved that, in case X satisfies the countable chain condition and T is metrizable, the relation holds if and only if (i) either A" or T is of nonmeasurable cardinal and (ii) either A" is a weak cb*-space or T is locally compact. Finally a number of problems are posed in §4.
Throughout the paper, m and n denote cardinal numbers, and m+ denotes the smallest cardinal greater than m. We let w, d, c and x denote the following cardinal functions: weight, density, cellularity and character (cf. [7] ). \A\ denotes the cardinality of a set A, and m, stands for the first measurable cardinal. Since m, (if it exists) is greater than any nonmeasurable cardinal, that \A\ is nonmeasurable is denoted by \A\ < m,. We also denote by C(A) the set of real-valued continuous functions on a space X. For general terminology, see [7] and [8] .
1. Characterizations of 91 (locally compact) and 91 (Moore). Two subsets A and B of a space X are said to be completely separated in X if there is/ G C(X) such that f(A) = {0} and f(B) = {1}. A family {Fa} of subsets of a space X is called expandable if there is a locally finite family {Ga} of open sets in X with Fa c Ga for each a. We introduce a new class of expandable families.
Definition.
A family {Fa\a G A) of subsets of a space X is D(m)-expandable if there exists a locally finite family {Ga\a G A) of open sets in X with Fa c Ga for each a £\ A and each Fa is the union of at most m subsets each of which is completely separated from X -Ga. If n > m, then a 2)(m)-expandable family is 2)(n)-expandable. As a space is completely regular Hausdorff, every expandable family in X is 2)(|A'|)-expandable, and a uniformly locally finite family defined in [17] is 2)(l)-expandable (cf.
[27]).
Recall from [17] that a space X is pseudo-m-compact if each locally finite family of nonempty open sets in X has cardinality less than m. Pseudocompact spaces are known to be precisely pseudo-N0-compact spaces. The following theorem plays an essential role in our discussions.
1.2. Theorem. Let X X Y be C-embedded in X X vY. If there exists a D(m)-expandable family <$ in Y, with \<5\ = n, such that C\ {clvYF\F G f} ¥= 0, then each point x G X, with x(x, X) < n, has a pseudo-m-compact neighborhood.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there exists a point x0 G X, with x(-*o> X) < n, which has no pseudo-m-compact neighborhood. Let {GX\X G A} be a neighborhood base at x0 in X with |A| = n. Remark. Let us say that a family § of subsets of a space X converges to x G X if each neighborhood of x contains some member of S, and that a subspace S of X is relatively pseudo-m-compact in X if each locally finite family % of nonempty open sets in X such that S n U ¥= 0 for each U G % has cardinality less than m. The conclusion of Theorem 1.2 (resp. Corollary 1.3) can be generalized as follows: Each convergent family § of subsets of X, with | § | < n, has a member which is relatively pseudo-m-compact (resp. relatively pseudo-c( y)-compact) in X.
Our next work is to construct spaces Y which have a Z^N^-expandable family S such that D {clvYF\F G S) 9* 0. A space is called 0-dimensional if it has a base consisting of open-and-closed sets. For an ordinal a, we denote by W(a) the set of all ordinals less than a topologized with the order topology, and by w0 (resp. w,) the first infinite (resp. first uncountable) ordinal. Proof. Let Tx = W(ux + 1) X W(u0 + I), and let T2 = A u {oo} be the one point compactification of a discrete space A of cardinality n. We denote a base for the topology on 7) by 9J, for i = 1, 2. Let E = {(w,, ß)\ ß < w0), and let Z' be the quotient space obtained from R = Tx X T2 by collapsing the set {(w" /?)} X 7"2 to a point z(/S) G Z' for each (u>x, ß) £\ E. Let <f>': R -> Z' be the quotient map. Let Z0 be the set Z', retopologized by letting (J {9>(B)\B G 9J,} be a base, where
Then the natural map $: 2? -h> Z0 is continuous, and hence Z0 is compact. Let us set Z = Z0-<t>({((y, ío0), c»)|y < w,}).
The space Z is a 0-dimensional locally compact space with \Z\ = w(Z) = n • N,. Since z(/8) is a ^-point for each /3 < w0, it is easily checked that Z is C-embedded in Z u {¿n}' where z0 = z(u0), and so z0 G uZ -Z by [8, 8.6 ]. Setting Dx = <£({((y, to0), X)|y < W|}) for each X G A, we have a discrete family {2)X|X G A} of closed subsets in Z such that z0 G (~) {clvZDx\X 6 A) ^ 0. Define a subspace y of the product space Z X ^(wq + 1) by Proof. In [30] , for every infinite cardinal n, we constructed a 0-dimensional Moore space Z = Z(n), with \Z\ = w(Z) = n • exp N0, that has a discrete family 9) of closed subsets such that 1931 = n and n {cl^lD G 9)} *■ 0. The desired space y2(n) can be made from Z(n) by the same procedure as in the proof of 1.4. For later use, we quote a theorem due to Husek [13]:
1.7. Theorem (Husek) . Let Q be a discrete space. Then v(P X Q) = vP X vQ holds if and only if either \P\ < m, or \Q\ < mx (i.e., either \P\ or \Q\ is nonmeasurable).
We are now in a position to prove main theorems of this section. For the notion of locally pseudocompact spaces see [5] . We remark that the assumption |A"| < m, of Theorem 1.8 is useful only for the implications (a) -» (b) and (a) -» (c). 2. Mapping theorems. In this section, we give mapping theorems which will be used in the next section. As is well known, for a map /: X -> Y, there exists a continuous extension vf: vX -» vY of / [8, 8.7] . If/: X¡ -» Y¡ is a map for i = 1, 2, then the product map/ = /, X f2 from A, X A"2 to Yx X Y2 is defined by/((x,, x^) = (/,(*,),/2(*z)) for (xx, x2) G A", X A2. Then, by [7, 3.11 .1], x0 has no pseudocompact neighborhood in vX. Let n = maxfJuYl, x(*o> vX)); tnen n < m,. Let to" be the initial ordinal of n + , and let T = W(ua + 1) x W(u0 + 1). Let A be a discrete space of cardinality n, and let S0 be the quotient space obtained from R0 = T X A by collapsing the set {(<oa, ß)} X A to a point s(ß) for each ß G E, where E = {2n\n < w0) u {w0}-Let g: 2?0 -» ,S0 be the quotient map. Let us set S -S0 -{s0}, where s0 = s(u0), and let R = RQg ~ x(s0). Then it is easily checked that vS = S0 and vR = R0. If we set G = g{{(y,2n)\y<wa,n<o>0) X A), then G is a cozero-set of S0, and hence G = G* n 50 for some cozero-set G* of /J50 (= ßS). Let us set Z = S u G*. We now need the following lemma: 
Characterizations of 91 (metrizable).
A space X is called a weak cb*-space if for each decreasing sequence {Fn\n < u0] of regular closed sets in X with empty intersection, f) {cKx^n\n < wo) = 0 holds, where a regular closed set is the closure of an open set. This notion was introduced by Isiwata [20] as a common generalization of realcompact spaces and weak cb-spaces in the sense of Mack and Johnson [22] . Since normal countably paracompact spaces, extremally disconnected spaces [8, 1H, p. 22] and pseudocompact spaces (or more generally, M'-spaces in the sense of Isiwata [19] ) are weak cb-spaces, they are weak cb*-spaces. In this section, we prove the following theorem: 3.1. Theorem. The following conditions on a space X are equivalent: (a) A is a weak cb*-space and \X\ < m,.
(b) t?(A" X T) = vX X vT holds for each metrizable space T.
Here, D(d(X))" denotes the product of countably many copies of a discrete space of cardinality d(X). Associated with each space X, there exist an extremally disconnected space E(X) and a perfect irreducible map (i.e, a perfect map which takes proper closed subsets onto proper subsets) ex from 2s(A") onto A. The space E(X) is unique up to homeomorphism and is called the absolute of A" (cf. [16] , [31] ). To prove Theorem 3.1, we make use of the following lemmas. The next lemma follows immediately from [10, Theorem 2.4] and [11, Proposition 1.2]; the first part also appears in [15] .
3.2. Lemma. A space X is a weak cb*-space if and only if vE(X) = E(vX) holds. Moreover, in case vE(X) = E(vX), then evX is the extension of ex over vE(X).
3.3. Lemma [29] . Let X be a space and T a metrizable space. If either X is extremally disconnected or T is locally compact, then X X T is z-embedded in ßX X T (i.e., each zero-set of X X T is the restriction to X X T of a zero-set of ßX X T). ] that E(X) X T is C-embedded in vE(X) X T. Therefore the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that, more generally, a space A" is a weak cb*-space if and only if A X T is C-embedded in vX X T for each metrizable space T.
(2) The product A" X T of a weak cb*-space X with a metrizable space T need not be z-embedded in ßX X T. In fact, it was remarked in [29] that dim(A" X 7") < dim X + dim T whenever X X T is z-embedded in ßX X T, while Wage showed in [32] that there exist a Lindelöf space (hence a weak cb*-space) X and a metrizable space T such that dim(A X T) > dim X + dim T. We conclude this section with a theorem, which gives conditions on X and Y necessary and sufficient that the relation v(X X Y) = vX X vY he valid in a restrictive situation.
3.6. Theorem. Let X be a space satisfying the countable chain condition (i.e., c(X) < N0) and T a metrizable space. Then v(X X T) = vX X vT holds if and only if (i) either \X\ < rrt, or \T\ < m, and (ii) either X is weak cb* or T is locally compact. Proof. Necessity: (i) is proved just like (c)-»(a) in Theorem 3.1. If T is not locally compact, then T is not locally pseudocompact by [7, 3.10 .21 and 4.1.17]. Thus it follows from Corollary 1.3 that A is a weak cb*-space.
Sufficiency: In case |A"| < m,, then the proof follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. In case |r| < rrt,, then T is realcompact by [8, 15.20] . It follows from [5, Corollary 2.2] and 3.5(1) that v(X X T) = vX X vT. Hence the proof is complete.
3.7. Remark. Theorem 3.6 fails to be valid if we drop the assumption c(A") < HQ. To see this, we utilize the space Q of all rational numbers and the space Y0 due to Comfort [4, p. 99] . The space Y0 was constructed as the quotient space obtained from the product space Z = W(w0) X W(ux + 1) X W(wx + I) by identifying, for each n < co0 and each y < wt, the two points (n, ux, y) and (n + 1, y, to,). Let/: Z -» Y0 be the quotient map, and let us set X = Y0 -{y0}, where y0 is the center point /((0, to,, w,)) (= f((n, w" ux))). Then he proved that vX = Y0, and a similar argument assures us that v(X X Q) = vX X Q. Obviously Q is metrizable but not locally compact. It remains to show that X is not a weak cb*-space. Setting F" = /({/|/ >n)x W(vx + 1) X W(wx + 1)) n X for each n < w0, we obtain a decreasing sequence {Fn\n < w0} of regular closed sets in X with empty intersection. Then y0 G fl {cll)A-Gn|« < «"}, and hence X is not a weak cb*-space.
4. Problems and remarks. Many interesting problems related to our results remain unsolved. Following [20], we say that a space X is v-locally compact if t?A" is locally compact.
4.1. Characterize 9l(v-locally compact). It is easy to see that 9l(u-locally compact) = 9l(pseudocompact).
Characterize 91 (realcompact).
Husek [12] , [14] and McArthur [23] proved that each member X of this class, with |A"| < m,, is realcompact; however, the characterization is not yet known in complete form.
4.3. Characterize 9l(weak cb*). We note that it follows from Lemma 3. holds by Glicksberg's theorem [9] . On the other hand, v(X X Y) =£ vX X vY obviously. Further, vX being compact, it follows from [7, 3.3.17] that iduJr X vf is a quotient onto map. 4.7. Find characterizations of an onto map/: X -» y for which vf: vX -» vY is an onto biquotient map in the sense of Michael [24] . We are interested in this problem in view of 4.8(3) below.
4.8. Remark. It seems that the classes 91(9') considered above have several common properties. Finally, we list some of these below. Each assertion follows from the results in the bracket.
